428 | VOL.9 NO.5 | MAY 2012 | nature methods correspondence protective agents. Notably, these positive effects varied substantially for each fluorophore type. For instance, each of the COT-linked fluorophores showed dramatic enhancements in overall performance. For Cy2-COT, we observed an ~25-fold increase in the number of photons emitted before a dark-state transition. For Cy3-COT and Cy3.5-COT, this parameter changed very little, but the SNR of fluorescence for both molecules increased approximately four-to fivefold. Cy5.5-COT and Cy7-COT showed 50-and 70-fold increases, respectively, in the number of photons emitted before entering a dark state. Consequently, the average Cy5.5-COT and Cy7-COT molecule could be continuously imaged for ~3 min at an SNR >7:1 (Fig. 1c) . Consistent with our previous work 1 , we observed only modest improvements for most NBA-linked fluorophores. However, we observed an almost 70-fold enhancement of photon count for Cy7-NBA. Trolox, which shows the most favorable impact on the performance of the Cy5 fluorophore 1 , also had output before blinking or photobleaching. However, a quantitative understanding of the distinct mechanisms for enhancing fluorophore performance can only be delineated with confidence when married with bulk electrochemical and spectroscopic investigations. These combined approaches, although requiring large quantities of material, could provide grounded insights into the impact and relative weighting of 'self-healing' and 'self-protecting' mechanisms for distinct fluorophore types. Progress on this front will enable both additional improvements in the performances of known protective agents and the search for new compounds with similar or improved properties. Developments of this kind may ultimately facilitate the design and synthesis of new classes of fluorophores spanning the visible spectrum with enhancements in performance even greater than those observed for the cyanine class 4 and tailored properties for distinct experimental demands. 
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Enhanced photostability of cyanine fluorophores across the visible spectrum
To the Editor: Our recent demonstration 1 that proximally linked 'protective' agents can yield substantial improvements in the performance of the cyanine fluorophore Cy5 motivated us to develop more photostable fluorophores spanning the visible spectrum. Such fluorophores would enable a broad range of applications and experimental demands. Here, using strategies identical to those previously described 1 , we show that marked enhancements in performance can also be achieved for other widely used members of the cyanine class, Cy2, Cy3, Cy3.5, Cy5.5 and Cy7 (Fig. 1a) when coupled to individual cyclooctatetraene (COT), nitrobenzylalcohol (NBA) and Trolox molecules (Supplementary Methods).
We quantified each fluorophore's performance (Fig. 1b) using single-molecule fluorescence imaging techniques 1 . This method gives access to a number of salient properties of individual fluorophores under continuous laser excitation including the apparent brightness of fluorescent states and the rates at which transient and permanent nonfluorescent states are entered ('blinking' and 'photobleaching' , respectively). These measures can then be used to assess the average number of photons emitted by a fluorophore before entering a dark state (the duration of fluorescence (t on ) × mean fluorescence intensity) and the effective signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of fluorescence, a parameter that reports on the variance in a flourophore's photon emission rate (Fig. 1b) . These data reveal that the performance of each cyanine-class fluorophore tested is enhanced when linked to single 
